
Sectional pieces without seat slider function:

See next page.

Total height if headrest is flipped up:  ??''

All measurements are approximate: width/depth/height/seat height. 
Seat depth 21'', arm height 24'', arm width 16". 
Line drawings are in 1/4" scale.

N 70R* raf
one arm loveseat 
w/ 28'' seats 
72/41/33/19*

N 70L* laf
one arm loveseat 
w/ 28'' seats 
72/41/33/19*

N 80R* raf
one arm two seat sofa
w/ 31'' seats 
79/41/33/19*

N 80L* laf
one arm two seat sofa 
w/ 31'' seats 
79/41/33/19*

N 90R* raf
one arm two seat sofa 
w/ 35'' seats 
88/41/33/19*

N 90L* laf
one arm two seat sofa 
w/ 35'' seats
88/41/33/19*

K 70R* raf
one arm chaise
w/ 28'' seat  
44/81/33/19*

K 70L* laf
one arm chaise
w/ 28'' seat  
44/81/33/19*

K 90R* raf
one arm chaise 
w/ 35'' seat  
52/81/33/19*

K 90L* laf
one arm chaise
w/ 35'' seat  
52/81/33/19*

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6. Effective: 10/14/2020

1. Frame:
Consists of hardwood and top-grade
3/4" hardwood
2. Legs:  
Standard stiletto leg - FP6
3. Lower suspension: 
No-sag springs
4. Seat:  
High density polyurethane foam and 
dacron
5. Back suspension: 
Elastic webbing
6. Back:   
High density polyurethane foam and 
dacron

FP6

Additional information:   
Contrast stitching available.
Please refer to samples.
Two-tone combinations not available.

AMELIA
64453

K 105R* raf
one arm chaise
w/ 41'' seat  
60/81/33/19*

K 105L* laf
one arm chaise
w/ 41'' seat 
60/81/33/19*

EG 80R raf
bumper wedge w/ 31'' seat
42/93/33/19

EG 80L laf
bumper wedge w/ 31'' seat
42/93/33/19



AMELIA
64453

Sectional pieces with seat slider function:

Freestanding pieces:

N 70*
loveseat w/ 28'' seats
89/41/33/19*

N 80*
two seat sofa w/ 31'' seats
96/41/33/19*

N 90*
two seat sofa w/ 35'' seats
118/41/33/19*

G 90*
ottoman
35/24/19*

G 140*
ottoman
55/24/19*

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

Additional information:   
Contrast stitching available.
Please refer to samples.
Two-tone combinations not available.

Effective: 10/14/2020

1. Frame:
Consists of hardwood and top-grade
3/4" hardwood
2. Legs:  
Standard stiletto leg - FP6
3. Lower suspension: 
No-sag springs
4. Seat:  
High density polyurethane foam and 
dacron
5. Back suspension: 
Elastic webbing
6. Back:   
High density polyurethane foam and 
dacron

FP6

NF 80R raf
one arm two seat sofa
w/ 31'' seats 
& seat slider function 
79/41/33/19

NF 80L raf
one arm two seat sofa
w/ 31'' seats 
& seat slider function  
79/41/33/19

Total height if headrest is flipped up:  ??''

All measurements are approximate: width/depth/height/seat height. 
Seat depth 21'', arm height 24'', arm width 16". 
Line drawings are in 1/4" scale.

NF 90R* raf
one arm two seat sofa
w/ 35'' seats 
& seat slider function 
88/41/33/19*

NF 90L* raf
one arm two seat sofa
w/ 35'' seats 
& seat slider function
88/41/33/19*

Freestanding pieces with seat slider function:

NF 80*
two seat sofa w/ 31'' seats 
& seat slider function
96/41/33/19*

NF 90*
two seat sofa w/ 35'' seats
& seat slider function
118/41/33/19*


